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FEMALE OFFENDERS: A CHALLENGE TO COURTS
AND THE LEGISLATURE
The pedestal upon which women have been placed has
all too often upon closer inspection, been revealed as a
cage.'
I. INTRODUCTION
A convicted offender who happens to be female does not always
face the same consequences as her male counterpart. 2 Yet little
attention has been given to the differential treatment of male and
female inmates in American prisons.3 Based upon the social and
cultural training of the observer, perceptions have reflected varying
levels of sensitivity to the disadvantages that some prisoners ex-
perience solely because they are female.4 Because of the limited
amount of information available on women in the criminal justice
1. Safl'er Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, 95 Cal. Rptr. 329, 485 P.2d 529, 541 (1971).
2. See Note, The Sexual Segregation of American Prisons, 82 YALE L.J. 1229 (1973)
See generally M. BUCKLEY, BREAKING INTO PRISON 94-107 (1974).
3. E.g., PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
TASK FORCE REPORT: CORRECTIONS (1967) (devoting virtually no space to the problems of
the female offender). Note, supra note 2, at 1229 n.1.
One author suggests several reasons why women offenders receive so little attention.
This may be caused by the small number of women arrested and even smaller number ac-
tually incarcerated; the nature of the crimes they commit, i.e., generally sexually or prop-
erty-related; and the focus of public attention on other "more important" prison problems
such as riots and lawsuits. Note, Women's Prisons: Laboratories for Penal Reform, 1973
Wis. L. REv. 210 (1973).
For whatever reasons, "[P]risons in the past have not been considered a female
problem; the system has been run by men, primarily for men. Accordingly, participants
In the criminal justice field have shown little professional interest in the special problems
of women and girls in prison." Singer, Women and the Correctional Process, 11 AM. CRIM.
L. REv. 295 (1973).
4. Some people view a woman's crime as much more reprehensible than a man's be-
cause it is at variance with the image of "ladylike behavior ;" another group sees women
as more amenable to efforts of rehabilitation. Still others refuse to believe that women
could possess pervasive criminal tendencies and therefore do not hold them responsible for
their acts.
It has been asserted that even the performance of American judges In the area of
sex discrimination reflects a lack of the detachment, reflection, and critical analysis that
are characteristic of other sensitive social issues. For example:
Particularly striking . . . is the contrast between judicial attitudes toward
sex and race discrimination. Judges have largely freed themselves from pat-
terns of thought that can be stigmatized as 'racist'--at least their opinions
In that area exhibit a conscious attempt to free themselves from habits of
stereotypical thought with regard to discrimination based on color. With re-
spect to sex discrimination, however, the story is different. 'Sexism'-the
making of unjustified (or at least unsupported) assumptions about individual ca-
pabilities, interests, goals and social roles solely on the basis of sex differ-
ences--is as easily discernible in contemporary judicial opinions as racism
ever was.
Johnson & Knapp, Sex Discrimination by Law: A Study in Judicial Perspective 46 N.Y.U.L.
RPv. 675, 676 (1971).
One reason suggested for such personal bias is that judges can be more academic In
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system, any contribution is likely to be disparaged by some readers
as the product of an uninformed mind- or a distorted perspective. 5
It follows that one- with opposing views on the subject can easily
dismiss the material in this Note as intentionally, subconsciously,
or naively biased.
Male offenders far outnumber women at every level of criminal
justice administration; 6 however, by 1970 more than 15,000 women,
a significantly large number,7  were incarcerated in federal and
state: prisons in the United States.8 The problems of these women
are important in themselves. Furthermore, a study of women's pri-
sons can contribute to an understanding of basic problems in a
context where it may be possible to make some changes. Reforms
cases of race discrimination because they are not as personally affected by the outcome as
When a women's rights case comes before them. In the latter situation, their protective and
paternalistic approach toward women in general is more likely to prejudice their decision.1
Id. at 741-44.
5. The impetus for this Note came in 1973 when the author spent one summer as a
Department of Justice correctional intern at the Federal Reformatory -for Women in
Alderson, West Virginia. Some of the material presented throughout this Note was com-
piled as a result of her experiences as a counselor and legal advisor to the resident in-
mates. It was also based upon several personal Interviews with the warden and staff of
the institution.
The internship was intended to remedy the women's most urgent legal problems,
which were primarily in family law and criminal law. Less tangible objectives were to
change the self-perceptions of the inmates as prisoners and as women and to reduce the iso-
lation of the institution.
6. This gap widens as the process moves along from Initial arrest to final imprison-
ment. While the ratio of men and boys to women and girls arrested was approximately
six -to one in 1970, that same year, the ratio in admissions to federal and state institu-
tions was nearly twenty-one to one. Singer, supra note 3, at 296. The ratio of total num-
ber of men to total number of women in the nation's correctional institutions was about
thirty-four to one. Note, supra note 2, at 1231 n.5.
There are approximately 16,000 adult women incarcerated in the United
States. About 800 are in the three federal institutions for women. Seven
thousand are in state institutions, and about 8,000 are in more than 3,500
local jails scattered throughout the country.
aft,.. Women in Prison: Discriminatorl, Practices and Some Legal Solutions, 8 CLEARING-.
HOUSE REv. 1, 3 (1974).
7. Women are a growing minority in jail populations. The 1970 National Jail Census
conducted by the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. re-
ported that 7,739 or 5.5 per cent of the 153,060 adult jail residents were women. LEAA
NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AND STATISTACS SERvIcE REPORT SC-1 (Feb. 1971),
with data supplementation in LOCAL JAILS-A REPORT PRESENTING DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL
COUNTY AND LOCAL JAILS FROM THE 1970 JAIL CENSUS, NATIONAL STATISTICS SERVIc REPORT-
SC-la (Jan. 1973). It has been suggested that this national estimate is understated. A higher
figure may be justified, in view of the fact that a significant proportion of females are
serving time in local jails for felony and misdemeanor offenses. However, there is little
data on the subject. A.B.A. COMM'N ON CORmTIONAL FACILITIES AND SERvICES, WOMmN
IN DETENTION AND STATEWIDE JAIL STANDARDS 4-5 (1974).
: oreover, juvenile females constitute a substantial minority in juvenile detention
populations. In 1971, thirty-three percent of the juveniles detained were girls. Id. at 1.
Data on females at both adult and juvenile levels suggest that the future will see7
even larger. numbers and proportions of women and girls facing incarceration. Female
participation in crime has- increased at a much greater rate throughout the sixties and
thus far. in the seventies than comparable male activity. From 1960 to 1970, female ar-
rests increased nearly three times as fast as male arrests. From 1967 to 1972, the num-
ber of females arrested for serious crimes rose four times more rapidly than comparable
statistics for men. Id. at 10.
One plausible theory explaining the increasing number of women involved in crimes
is that women are changing their attitude towards society and society is changing its
attitude towards them. Instead of assuming the passive role, women and girls are becom-
ing more aggressive and more Independent in their day-to-day activities. In return, so-
ciety is abandoning its protective role towards them.
8. See Singer, supra note 3, at 295-96.
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in general have been aimed at women as prisoners and not at pri-
soners as women. There may be problems beyond procedural due
process that are peculiar to women, and just because we are dealing
with a seemingly insignificant number is not a good enough reason
to continue avoiding them.
Initially, this Note will consider the history of incarceration for
women. The first section covers the separation of men and women pri-
soners and subsequent adoption of different policies for dealing -with
each group. There is a discussion of the institutional floor plans and
how the nature of the physical surroundings further prison objec-
tives. Also included in the first section is a discussion of what the
rehabilitation of women prisoners9 has historically meant to re-
formers as well as to prison personnel. Secondly, consideration will
be given to four specific problem areas-the treatment, the training,
the facilities, and the family relationships of women in prison. Fur-
ther, there are observations as to how the predominant attitudes,
practices, and theories of female corrections affect each problem.
The final section of this Note will explore potential methods of re-
form and sources of relief.
II. AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The 1850's witnessed the first public awareness of prison con-
ditions out of which began a slow evolution of reform. One of the
results was the separation of the "weak and dependent" women
from the "brutal and corrupting" men1 ° (two stereotypes which
seemingly remain as vivid today as then). In 1869, Indiana became
the first state to enact legislation establishing separate correctional
facilities for women." The Indiana Women's Prison came into op-
eration four years later.12 In 1877, the Massachusetts Prison (now
"Reformatory") for Women was started. 13 By 1915, ten states had
provided by statute for a separate correctional institution for female
offenders.14 Today, twenty-eight states (including Puerto Rico and
9. There is considerable doubt as to whether prisons rehabilitate. Some commentators
have charged that prisons merely frustrate, aggravate, and alienate. Others have* sug-
gested that the goal of corrections Is unrealistic because it is "committed to the flat-out
role of rehabilitating the most difficult, intractable, unmotivated, seemingly indifferent
individuals in our society." They believe that "this commitment should be reassessed . . .
and the definition of rehabilitation . . . broadened beyond the simplistic notion that the
effectiveness of corrections should be measured by how many convicted offenders it con-
verts into model citizens." Pierce, Rehabilitating Rehabilitation, 2 STUDENT LAW., Jan.
1974, at 11..
This Note has assumed to a certain extent that prisons do help In certain situa-
tions, that some offenders upon release are better able to cope with society than when
incarcerated.
10. See generally Temin, Discriminatory Sentencing of Women Offenders: The Argumeit9
for BRA in a Nutshell, 11 AM. CRIM. L. tmv. 355, 358 (1973).
11. Comment, Sex and Sentencing, 26 Sw. L.J. 890, 891 (1972).
12. Addition, Institutional Treatment of Women Offenders, 3 N.P.P.A.J. 21 (1957).
13. Id.
14. Included among the states were Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
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the District of Columbia Women's Detention Center) have separate
institutions for women serving sentences. The remaining states also
segregate their female population, and because they do not maintain
separate facilities they must resort to jails within jails or depend
upon states with such facilities to house their female offenders."5
The latter is usually done on a contract basis and results in. trans-
porting the women away from their home states.
When rehabilitation was officially adopted as the goal of impri-
sonment in 1870, the differential treatment of male and female of-
fenders began to take shape. The useful woman was one duly train-
ed in the household arts. She was encouraged, and probably very
sternly, to attend to her children and perform the expected domestic
duties. It was not surprising that the goal of rehabilitating women
became the "remaking of the useful woman."' 6 Consequently, in
prisons designed expressly for women the "cottage" atmosphere de-
veloped. 17 Twenty to sixty women would be housed in units for the
purpose of teaching them how to "keep house.' 8 " 'Treatment' for
[these] women meant instilling in them certain standards of sex-
ual morality and sobriety and preparing them for their duties as
mothers and homemakers.' 19 Thus, the motive for establishing these
reformatories was to uplift women of fallen virtue, rather than to
reclaim the antisocial offender. That notion seemingly hasn't chang-
ed, and a similar attitude prevails today. As one author observed:
For Some reason the idea persists that women have an
extra measure of latent virtue that will naturally incline them
all to chaste and peaceable domesticity if order is provided
for them and they are removed from the influence of male
'brutality' . . . . [T]he judicial system perpetuates a gen-
eral prejudice against women in trouble with the law: the
notion that by committing any crime they have also commit-
ted an offense against their own womanhood.20
By contrast, the proper role for the man was to advance in
a career in the extra-domestic sphere."1 Architectural innovation
was unnecessary and uncommon since endless rows of cell blocks
were consistent with the philosophy behind male incarceration. Male
prisoners have generally been considered more dangerous by soci-
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. Comment, stpra note 11, at
891.
15. Singer, Supra note 3, at 300.
16. See generally K. BURKHART, WOMEN IN PRISON (1973).
17. The term "cottage" is somewhat misleading because it connotes a small house.
Costs dictate that twenty-five or thirty women live in each unit to make the plan realistic.
-Even so, the atmosphere is conducive to training for homemaking.
18. See generally K. BURKHART, supra note 16.
19. Note, supra note 3, at 213.
20. Hollander, Inside Looking Out, SATURDAY REv., Sept, 25, 1973, at 37.
21. See generally Note, supra note 2, at 1243.
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ety,2 2 and, therefore, men's institutions suggest a greater concern
with custody than do women's prisons.
There is without a doubt the appearance of individuality and
privacy within the various female institutions.2 8 However, the result
many times is the creation of a less physically Secure relationship
among inmates 24 and between the inmate and the Outside.5 "Gun
towers, double fences, and concrete walls are rare in female insti-
tutions, ' 2 which appear to provide a much freer atmosphere. 2 7 In-
dividual expression is somewhat encouraged in women's prisons by
the more limited use of cell searches, inmate uniforms, and staff
uniforms, which are dominant features of male. institutions. 2
Although the "useful" female role is not 'biologically based,29
the woman prisoner is nevertheless expected to live it. The law co-
ercively induces conformity with societal Sex roles and family struc-
tures.8 0 Consequently, a legally sanctioned double standard arises
-- disadvantageous to women prisoners because it results in fewer
rights than are afforded the male counterpart. Their conduct be-
comes legally limited in a way not apparent until compared to the
code of conduct imposed upon the male prisoner. Such sex-role dif-
ferentiation raises several problems, which may be categorized
as the treatment problem, the training problem, the family rela-
tionship problem, and the facilities problem. How the traditional
expectations and the differential treatment discriminates. against
women in prison can be seen more clearly 'after an examination of
these problem areas.
22. See Haft, supra note 6, at S.
23. Note, supra note 2, at 1238.
24. Because inmates live Side by side in the prison "cottages." there are few alterna-
fives for women who do not want to engage in the prevalent homosexual conduct. This
situation often results in psychological coercion, and sometimes in physical violence for
the nonconformist.
First-time offenders are not separated from the women who are serving life sen-
tences. Such an institutional arrangement provides a breeding ground for further crime.
It also harms the morale of the "short-termer."
25. The lack of physical security is apparent at Alderson where a six-foot barbed wire
fence surrounds the complex. The prison gate is left open during the day, with a guard
(oftentimes an older woman) stopping visitors to inquire as to their business.
Although there are only three or four escapes from the reformatory a year, the War-
den admits that anyone wanting to get away could.
26. Note, supra note 2, at 1237.
27. Women's prisons are deceptive to the casual observer. As one writer has described:
[While perhaps not] as overtly brutal as male penitentiaries [women's
prisons] . . . are often institutions where covert oppression is wholesale.
The women are treated like children, and even elderly prisoners are referred
to as 'girls.' They are made to feel even more helpless and childlike than
other prisoners. The psychological oppression has worked to such an extent
that few women in prison have the sense of political consciousness possessed
by many of their male counterparts, nor do they have confidence in their
ability to help themselves legally or socially. Their ghastly self-image is con-
sciously reinforced by the condescending boarding-school atmosphere.
Haft, supra note 6,. at 5-6.
28. Note, supra note 2, at 1238.
29. Johnson & Knapp. supra note 4, at 738-39.
20. See generially text acompanying notes 16-20 supra.
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IlI. :PROBLEMS
A. TREATMENT..
No general right to treatment for prisoners 1 -has yet been estab-
lished.3 2 A federal district court in Holt v. Sarverss did, however,
acknowledge that although the Constitution does not forbid the op-
eration of a prison without a program of rehabilitation, "[T]he
absence of an affirmative program . may have constitutional
significance where .. . conditions and practices exist which actually
militate against reform and rehabilitation."3 4 Moreover, it has -been
widely recognized that :among the objectives of correctional institu-
tions, the. fundamental objective is that of rehabilitation.35 Thus, at-
tempts to: increase rehabilitation programs for women should focus
upon the serious impediments to that primary prison- objective. Fur-
thermore, although the state or federal government may not be re-
quired to provide programs for - prisoners, once it does the programs
must be available to members of both sexes30 Under an equal pro-
tection theory, whole classes of prisoners cannot be denied the right
to a particular kind of, treatment on the basis of sex alone..
1. Counselihg
The treatment available. to women as well as men prisoners is
deficient. Regular counseling sessions with a psychologist or other
qualified individual are limited. It .becomes a particular problem
when dealing with women's prisons. The fact that there are no fe-
male counselors is one of the factors contributing to Hawaii's gen-
eral policy of -transferring female prisoners with a maximum sen-
tence in excess of two years to out-of-state prisons with more suitable
rehabilitation programs. 37 As a psychologist at Hawaii State Prison
noted:
..31. -Right to treatment claims In. adult prisons are the. most elusive of the prisoners'
rights being asserted. Those who have argued for an affirmative right to rehabilitation
frequently. analogize to. an -emerging, judicially validated "right to treatment" in crimi-
nally insane, civil commitment, and Juvenile offender cases. There seems to be a sound
due process argument, as .expressed by Justice Blackman in Jackson v. Indiana, 406 U.S.
715 (1972): "At the least due process requires that the nature and duration of commit-
ment bear some reasonable relation to the purpose for which the Individual Is committed."
Id. at 738.
32. Singer, supra note 3, at 304.
:33. Holt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 (E.D. Ark. 1970).
94. Id. at 379.
35. Id. However, the court acknowledges that:
(Rehabilitation) has not always been' the prevailing view of what peniten-
tiaries are for. . . In past years many people have felt, and many still feel,
that a 'criminal is sent to the penitentiary to be punished for his crimes
and to protect the public from his further depradations. Under that view,
while there is no 'objection to rehabilitation, It is not given any priority.
Id.-
36. Singer, supra note 8, at 305.
37. An unwritten rule or policy of Hawaii officials states that "any woman prisoner
'whose minimum term of imprisonment is set at more than two years shall. be-tranferied
to a prison on the mainland." Park v. Thompson,: Supplemental Memorandum of Points
and Authorities for Plaintiff at 7, Civil No. 72-3602- -(D;Hawai,: May 25; 1973)-,-1
NOTES
Q:Let, me just begin :with this: Why are there no women-
- counselors at Halawa Jail for felons who are women?
A: They are very-well, I was going to say they were very
difficult to come by but that's not the major reason. I think
there's an obvious discriminatory policy in all states regard-
ing female counselors. .... 3.
Such a situation forces women to be transferred 9 to Terminal Is-
land, California, 40 many times merely en route to the Federal Re-
formatory for Women in Alderson, West Virginia. A six thousand
mile journey severely restricts the ties these women have with fam-
ily and friends at home.41 Even at Alderson, regular and construc-
tive contacts with a psychologist are rare. In 1973, the ratio of pri-
soners to psychologists there was approximately 550 to 1. The psy-
chologist was primarily responsible for the Special Treatment Unit,
which was a relatively autonomous program used both as a disci-
plinary .measure and on a voluntary basis. The psychologist met
regularly with the thirty or thirty-five women in this program, but
only sporadically with other residents of the reformatory.4 2
As a general rule,, women in prison are not achievement-orient-
ed.4 3 They have failed at various stages throughout their lives and
ultimately were sentenced to prison. It is important to encourage
these women to build a new future, but rehabilitation is difficult,
if not impossible, when opportunities for counseling are limited.-It
has been recognized that "there is a need for the women in prison
to feel responsible . . . if they were offered a taste of their own
potential, there might be more incentive or enthusiasm to change
their futures."44 Thus, it is inimical to the rehabilitation of incarcer.-
ated women to deprive them of opportunities to seek .personal coun-
seling. Although the ."treatment" personne15/inmate ratio is signifi-
The Hawaii Parole Board retains the authority to release her but gives no parole
interview. Note, supra note 2, at 1233 n.20.
38. Supplemental Memorandum, &upra note 37; at 2.
29. Dr. Sonez stated:
Q. Okay. So the only reason then that she was transferred to the mainland
insofar as your understanding of these informal guidelines of the Correc-
tional Division is that the program here is inadequate.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. The program being inadequate has something to do with the fact
* that she's a woman; isn't-that right?
A. Yes.
Id. at 1-2.
...40. Terminal Island is one of three -federal institutions for adult women. It is located
approximately 2,500 miles frowm Hawaii.
41. In Park v. Thompson, plaintiff visited twice weekly and had regular telephone con-
versations with her son and with school officials concerning his work. After her transfer
away from H-awaii, her contact with him was limited to ten-minute phone calls once* a
month, and there was no contact with school officials. Plaintiff lost contact entirely with
other' members of her family and friends who frequently visited her before the transfeir.
Supplemental Memorandum. supra note 37, at 1-2.
42. See note 5 &upra.
43. See generally S. CHANELES, LOSING IN PiACU 255-56"(1972).
44 . Id . -. .. : . -. 1. .. . ..
45. Included within the term "treatment" personnel are teachers, vocational instructors,
and counselors.
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cantly lower at women's prisons4e-that is, there tends to be more
staff members per inmate47-, the inmates are not encouraged to
develop the staff-inmate relationship that characterizes a typical
counseling situation.
2. Work release
Work release is another example of a treatment program that
is scarcely available to women. One illustration is the fact that al-
though eight halfway houses operate within the federal system for
men, the Federal Bureau of Prisons has none for women.4 8 The
inavailability of work-release programs4 9 is directly related to the
isolated locations of prisons for women; 50 the problem is further
antagonized by the fact that the small number of female prisoners5'
makes special arrangements practically impossible.
A large part of the rehabilitation program for women should be
directed toward encouraging them to support themselves in order
to realistically prepare for the future. 51 Because many do not view
themselves as wage-earners, 52 women in prison desire fulfillment
through marriage and child-rearing. 53 The institutions foster this
self-image in a number of ways, including making available only
menial positions oriented toward "women's work. ' 54 The job-seekers
are discouraged by the practically non-existent post-prison job place-
ment assistance that exists for female offenders. 55  Under work
furlough, release for education, employment, and occasionally use
of other community facilities would serve the two-fold purpose of
rehabilitation and skill training.5s Such programs are used with
46. According to the Yale study, female institutions in twelve of the fifteen sample
states had a better staff/inmate ratio than the average ratio of male institutions in the
same state. However, since the staff/inmate ratios in smalle' male institutions were
generally higher than the staff/inmate ratios in larger male institutions in the same state,
scale may be an Important factor. The fact that seemingly more staff members are needed
to maintain a skeletal operation in the women's institution (that is, more per inmate)
may explain why there is an abundance of personnel at female institutions yet counseling
opportunities are so limited. See Note, supra note 2, at 1240 n.66.
47. Id. at 1240.
48. Singer, supra note 3, at 307.
49. Id. at 300-301.
50. See generally M. BUCKLEY, supra note 2, at 103. Warden Virginia McLaughlin at
the Federal Reformatory for Women believes that prisons should be located near larger
metropolitan areas where more services are available. The isolation causes problems in
attracting well-trained staff, as well as in providing work-release programs, college courses
and involvement in the community. See note 5, supra.
51. See BUCKLEY, supra note 2.
52. See generally K. BURKHART, supra note 16.
53. The female offender is typically considered more dependent on other people than
the average woman. It has been suggested that this dependency causes her to get in-
volved in crime. Dependency continues when the women are imprisoned, as shown by the
fact that there are few women jalhouse lawyers.
54. Note, supra note 19, at 233-35.
55. Singer, supra note 3, 300-01. See also Addition. supra note 12, at 21.
56. See generally Rudoff, Evaluating Work Furlough: A Followup, 37 FED. PRos. 48
(1978).
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Isuccess in male institutions.5 7 But instead of actively promoting the
independence of a job skill, women's prisons currently provide limit-
ed work-release opportunities. In so doing, the inmate's image of
herself, the criminal justice system, the world of work, and behavior
after release are adversely affected. 58
3. Medical and Dental Care and Religious Guidance
An additional disparity in treatment between male and female
prisons is the availability of medical services and religious programs.
Men's institutions more frequently have full-time medical staffs5
and complete dental and heaIth facilities. s0 Women, on the other
hand, oftentimes must go into the communities for medical atten-
tion.61 While it appears that some of the differences in accessibility
of these services are directly related to the scale variations between
male and female institutions, other factors may also be related. The
remote location of female facilities,62 the preference expressed by
some prison professionals to work with male inmates, 3 and the
readiness of the institution itself to make other arrangements for
the women may also result in inadequate treatment for female of-
fenders.
A unique problem faced by a significantly large number of wom-
en in prison aggravates the inconvenience of having to go outside
the institution for medical attention. That is, no special provisions
have been made by the institutions for pregnant women.6 4 Nor is
any information concerning contraceptive devices provided, and
pregnant women are discouraged from having abortions.6 5
Full-time chaplains representing a variety of denominations are
57. One author described the inmates' benefits from work furloughs and similar re-
leases as follows:
The experience of being at least half free, as he is when he is on his fur-
lough job, enhances the inmate's self-concept to the extent that he does
not regard himself as all-inmate, all-outcast. He practices the values of the
ongoing society, he has a commitment to them, and experiences some of
their rewards. The stigma of jailbird or ex-con is reduced. . . . When on
work furlough his feelings of helplessness, powerlessness and infantilism
are minimized.
Id. at 52-3.
58. Id.
59. Sixty-seven percent of the female prisons categorized their hospital facilities as
"small" or "nonexistent" in the Yale survey, while only twenty-seven percent of the
male institutions described their medical resources in a similar manner. Note, supra note
2, at 1236 n.37.
60. See Note, supra note 2, at 1286 n. 39.
61. Id. at 1236.
62. Where female facilities are located near a male institution, they sometimes share
medical staffs. 1d.
63. Interviews with a correctional counselor and another staff member, Federal Re-
formatory for Women, in Alderson, West Virginia, July 1973.
64. At Alderson, for example, pregnant women travel 150 miles to Beckley to have
their babies. The infants are then brought back to Alderson where they remain for a
very short time while more permanent arrangements are being made. Usually the mother
does not see her child again until she is released from prison.
See Singer, supra note 3, at 302.
65. Haft, supra note 6, at 4.
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available in male prisons, whereas only part-time and visiting clergy
carry out the scant religious programs that exist in women's insti-
tutions.66 The same factors that are responsible for deficient medical
and dental services may also contribute to the limited amount of
religious direction provided.
4. Remoteness
Treatment is further impeded by the isolated setting of female
prisons.6 7 Housing women in areas that are removed from popula-
tion centers where city services are available prohibits such pro-
grams as work release, college courses, and community involvement.
The problem is compounded when one considers the distance from
these institutions to the women's homes, families, friends, lawyers,
and parole boards. Since most states provide several male institu-
tions, 6s the population can then be more homogeneous in terms of of-
fenses, sentences, and ages than in corresponding female institutions.
Although the diversity problem goes directly to the number of women,
as compared to men, in prison, it nevertheless provides another
handicap that female offenders must face.
Remoteness is -most apparent in the eight states that do not
maintain institutions for incarcerating female felons. 69 The relative-
ly small number of female felons in these states make it uneconomi-
cal. to provide facilities for them, and so the women are "shipped
out" to neighboring states.70
66. See Note, supra note 2, at 1236-37. There is a strong bond between some incarcerated
women and the prison chaplain. Several reasons may account for the attachment, includ-
ing the lack of other male companionship for women In prison; his compassion and em-
pathy; the counseling function he serves; his religious teachings; and the remorsefulness
of the women. Perhaps this relationship creates a strain for the chaplain who then chooses
to minister to male inmates. Of course, not all female prisoners desire religious training,
and some women prefer to retain ties with their hometown pastor. Note, supra note 2,
at 1236-37.
67. (M]ost female prisons are situated In rural areas and are difficult to travel
to. For example, Alderson, which houses women from all over the country,
is a five-to-six-hour drive from Washington, D.C., and the nearest national
airport. . . . Though state institutions aren't quite so remotely located, their
distance from populated areas Is always considerable, and this discourages
visits from friends and relatives. The prisoner thus faces a loneliness and
consequent despair that is hard to endure. Also, the lovely countryside is not
always appreciated by the majority of inmates, who are from urban areas.
Most women at Alderson no doubt view the surrounding mountains more as
a natural wall blocking their freedom than as a glorious natural phenomenon.
M. BucxLE, supra note 2, at 103-04.
68. The following states have only one institution for men: Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho,
Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire,. Nebraska, Utah, and Wyoming. Virtually all of the
foity-one remaining states have several institutions, classified accordng to various cate-
gories of male offenders. Even a state with as small a population as Nevada has botl
maximum and medium security prisons for men. Note, supra note 2, at 1234 n.22.
69. States having no institutions for convicted females are as follows: Idaho, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, Montana, North Dakota, Wyoming, and South Da-
kota.: Id. at 1232 n.13.
70. Idaho sends its convicted women to Oregon, whereas New Hampshire, Rhode 'Is-
land, and Vermont women go to Massachusetts. North Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming
incarcerate their female felons in Nebraska. South Dakota recently opened a correctional
unit for women at the State Mental Health Institutions. Id. at 1232 n.13.
NOTES .- 837:
The burden imposed upon women is evident in Hawaii where
Women are sent. to mainland prisons under the state's "two-year
rule. ' 71 In that state, only men who are special security or treat-
ment'risks face Similar transfers.7 North Dakota has an even broad-
er policy •concerning the transfer of female inmates.7 3 In State v.
Iverson74 and State v. Wright,7 5 a North Dakota district court had
sentenced the two" female, defendants to the State Farm, which was!
an exclusively male facility. Because they were women, they were
not housed in the institution to which they were committed, but were
transferred to a facility in South Dakota pursuant to a contract en-
tered-into by state officials. In holding that the transfer was a de-
nial of their constitutional rights, the court acknowledged that among
other things an out-of-state transfer would deny them free access
to their relatives, children, legal counsel and the Parole Board .7
Thus, the court concluded that it was not "proper or right to Ship
anyone, man or woman, outside the jurisdiction of the State of North
Dakota for confinement. But that wrong is many times compounded
when only a few are singled out for this special treatment, and
these. solely because they are, women. This is discrimination pdure
and simple. 1 7 7
Remoteness is detrimental to any notion of rehabilitation and
results in intellectual isolation for staff and inmates alike.78 Women
whose principal concern is to get out as soon as possible and return
to their own communities are therefore unmotivated by and unre-
sponsive to any attempted treatment program. The solution is not
.71. See Supplemental Memorandum, supra note 88.
.72. The state maintains three facilities for long-term male prisoners In Hawaii. Note,
supra note 2, at 1232 n.13.
73. North Dakota's policy is expressed in a contract, entitled "Agreement Between
the State of North Dakota and the State of Nebraska for the Care of North Dakota
Female Prisoners," July 9, 1971. This agreement consists of two pages and was signed
by the "Director of Institutions, State of North Dakota." Under its provisions, the
state's female offenders are incarcerated at York, Nebraska. Record of re-sentencing at
94, State v. Iverson, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973).
In Iverson, Director Robert Landon testified that although he signed the contract,
he has never inspected the out-of-state facilities. Id. at 23.
74. State v. Iverson, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973).
,75. State v. Wright, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973).
76. Record of resentencing, supra note 73, at 91.
77.. One author explains the disadvantages of remoteness as follows:
[T]he least ideal' setting for the achievement of any notion of rehabilitation
is an isolated setting of punitive confinement. . . . It is a grossly incomplete
statement to say . . . that prison is a microcosm of society. . . . However,
when a just Judicial determination is made that a convicted offender be sen-
tenced to prison, that person should find [herself] imprisoned in a humane
setting with a 'rehabilitative climate' I i.e. program components which
can be said to be normally conductive to human development and well-being.'
Pierce, supra note 9. at 45.
Some administrators contend there are: advantages to remoteness. Isolation pro-
vides the inmate. with, an opportunity, while away from her former background, to re-
orient herself. However, this theoretical advantage is discounted by most administrators
and incarcerated Women who recognize the numerous disadvantages discussed herein.
See Note, supra note 2, at 1233. See generally text accompanying notes 69-70 supra, See.
generally M. BUCKLEY, supra note 2, at 102-04.
-78.o atft, supra note 6, at 3.
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to construct the equivalent of present male prisons for female in-
mates. Such a proposal would be neither financially acceptable nor
in the best interest of the women who would be sent there. However,
other alternatives exist which would result in a saving to the tax-
payer and also benefit the offender. It is important to keep in
mind that expenditures alone do not necessarily reflect the quality
and variety of rehabilitation programs. The feasibility of establish-
ing community treatment centers will be discussed later. 9
B. TRAINING
Despite all indications that women in prison are poor and lack
vocational skills and education, very few of the institutions offer or-
ganized training. 0 Whatever programs do exist are limited almost
exclusively to training for "women's work"-sewing, house cleaning,
and other no-exit domestic chores on the outsideA' One reason given
for the lack of opportunities available to women inmates is that their
relatively small number results in a high cost per prisoner trained.8 2
Another cost-related explanation is the belief that the woman offend-
er is less of a threat to society than her male counterpart and thus
does not need such expensive rehabilitation programs. 3 Further, a
feeling prevails that because fewer and, therefore, only the worst
women make it through the screening-out process and are finally
imprisoned, women criminals must be governed strictly.8 4 Conse-
79. Id. at 3-4. Training for women and girls in unremunerative jobs that have been de-
fined as "female" is common in local, state, and federal institutions for women. The list
of chores is endless--sewing, cooking, cleaning, grooming, laundry work, gardening, jani-
torial work, storeroom, dishwashing, waitressing. Oftentimes they arie disguised under the
label "work assignments" or are concealed as "training programs." But "they are limited
almost uniformly to areas good only for training housewives or menial domestic workers."
Singer, supra note 3, at 301.
80. Id. at 301.
81. Haft, supra note 6, at 3.
82. This attitude might be factually correct to a certain degree. Because criminal law
reflects society's "protective" notions, varying standards of discretion are exercised along
the way. The decisions not to arrest, to drop the charges, or to put the female offender
on probation rather than in prison might readily be interpreted as discriminatory. How-
ever, these issues have been largely unexamined.
It appears that women are arrested and convicted for the same crimes as men.
with a special concentration in the areas of theft, prlostitution, narcotics, and disorderly
conduct. K. BURKHART, supra note 16, at 73 (1973). At least one study shows that heavier
criminal penalties are frequently imposed upon women, as compared to men offenders
committing the same crime. Johnson & Knapp, supra note 4, at 677-78 n.5. And at the
Juvenile level, it Is reported that "officials seem willing to institutionalize girls for far less
serious offenses than those for which they confine boys." Singer, supra note 8, at 298,
301-02.
83. Note, supra note 2. at 1243 n.30.
Studies conducted in New York and the District of Columbia concluded:
While most male institutions have some services in the areas of educa-
tion, vocational training, drug addieion, etc., women's have fewer resources.
Often women are included in these programs as an afterthought with little
consideration given to the special problems of women or their needs on re-
lease. It is difficult to determine the amount of federal crime control funds
that go toward programs for women, but many people feel that women do
not get their proportionate share.
STUDY IN NEGLEcT: A REPORT ON WOMEN PRISONERS 71 (1972).
84. In a comprehensive survey of prisons throughout the United States, there was an
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quently, once released from prison, not only must she bear the label
"ex-convict" (which is even less acceptable for a female than for
a male ex-con), but she is poor, ill-trained, and unskilled.
While there is a nationwide average of 10.2 job training programs
available at male prisons, there are only 2.7 programs per prison
for women inmates. 85 All prisons typically have some industry, but
men's institutions have more in number and variety than female
prisons.86 Whereas men receive training in mechanical skills and
physical labor, women are trained in clerical skills and personal
services such as hairdressing, typing, and laundry. 87 Opportunities
for male inmates are further expanded by the possible assignment
to a particular institution, at least partially predicated by their vo-.
cational needs. Largely because of their number, women are confined
in a few institutions offering less training specialization. Even the
larger female prisons have limited programs available. ss
The basic problem of a released prisoner is obtaining employ-
ment.8 9 The case is even more critical when one considers female
offenders. It is very difficult even through education and training
to help them to achieve economic independence in a society that
frowns upon economic independence for all women.9 0 However, if
rehabilitation for women is to have even a remote chance of suc-
cess, vocational, industrial, and educational programs must be em-
phasized in the female institutions. Since the success of rehabilita-
tion depends upon what happens after release,91 it is mandatory
that women's prisons establish more effective training programs, at
least comparable to those found in men's institutions, that qualify
average of 3.2 industries in men's prisons, as compared to 1.2 for the female prisons.
Id. at 1243 n.86.
85. Id. at 1242.
86. Id. at 1284.
87. Singer, Women in the Criminal Justice System, at 32, 1973 (unpublished paper on
file In Univ. of N. Dak. Law Review Office).
88. One article that suggests a woman Is disadvantaged by her ex-convict status at-
tributes the Increased difficulty in finding a job to four basic reasons. These include:
1) the inadequate training of the ex-prisoner; 2) an unreceptive attitude among many
employers; 3) restrictions imposed by state licensing requirements; and 4) state parulM
board rules. Newsweek, Feb. 25, 1974, at 85-6. See also Treachout, Problems of Women
Parolees, 3 N.P.P.A.J. 31 (1957).
89. Disillusioned ex-convicts are a massive stimulus to the nation's 70 percent recidi-
vism rate. Ninety percent of those who get jobs within the first six months after they
get out will never return to prison. Yet oftentimes released prisoners do not get steady
work for five to ten years after release. S. CHANELES, supra note 43, at 28.
Although it Is contended that inadequate training of inmates contributes to the
recidivism rate, it may not be the sole determinant. This Is evidenced by the fact that in
spite of deficient training offered women prisoners, they have a lower recidivism rate than
men.
90. Although housework is an honorable endeavor, usually it does not provide enough
Income for a woman who is the sole support of her children.
Thus, when ex-prisoners are now released from prison, they street-hustle-I.e. they
are involved In petty crime, the numbers racket, shoplifting, breaking into homes, prosti-
tution and pimping, drugs, stripping cars. Id. at 30.
91. See generally text accompanying notes 48-58 supra. Poor training within female
Institutions Is an even more serious problem in view of the inadequate work-release prO
gramB.
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female offenders to hold a legitimate job when they get out.92 How-.
everi it.need not. be assumed that: this training can be provided:
only in the institutional setting.93 Whatever training is provided,, the
most important consideration is that the parolee with limited skills,
a prison. record, and a condition of parole be employed. Therefore,
she must be in a position to find employment and offered some
guidance in finding the kind of job situations that offer stability and
security.
C. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Almost three-fourths of the women incarcerated in federal insti-
tutions have children.94 A study in Pennsylvania. showed that. over.
sixty per cent of the women prisoners surveyed were not married, and
that among those unmarried, eighty per cent had children.95 Of these
unmarried women with children, more than fifty per cent had more
than one child.9 6 In the District of Columbia, a recent survey of
inmates of the Women's Detention. Center indicated that 'as many
as eighty-six per cent of the women prisoners were mothers and,1
thus, at least. six thousand children a year were separated' from
their mothers. 9 It is therefore apparent that the number of.children
affected by the imprisonment of women: is. substantial and merits
an examination of the system of criminal punishment as it pertains
to women. While male prisoners are also parents, the father has
traditionally been relieved of his responsibilities for the children.98.
Moreover, as a study of California's women prisoners contended:
The role of mother is more crucial for the mother her-
self than is the father's role to him, and-. her separation
92. Singer, supra note 3, at 302.
The New York City Correctional Institution for Women is typical among.the fa-
cilities, for female offenders. Serving as a detention and, short-term sentence. institution,
it reports a high incidence of children regardless of the prisoners' marital status. A pro-:
file revealed that sixty-seven percent of. the sample of women imprisoned were mothers.
Children of female prisoners stayed with thir grandmothers, other family members, foster.
parents, or. in child shelters during the female prisoners' confinement. A.B.A. Comm'nt on'
correctionaI Facilities and Services, Women in Detention and Statewide Jail Standards
13-14 (1974).
93. Valemesis, Criminal Justice for the Female Offender, J. AM. Ass'N. UNIV. WOMEN
(1969) cited in Haft, saupre note 6, at 4 n.27.
* 94. See REPORT ON"THE SURVEY OF 41 PENNSYLVANIA COUNTY COURT AND CORRECTIONAL
SEavICEs: FOR WOMEN AND GnRL OFFENDERS (1969). cited in Note, The Prisoner-Mother and,
Her Child, 1 CAP. U.L. REV; 127-28 (1972).
.95. Singer, 8qra note 87, at 36..
96. Note, supra note 94, at. 127 n.l. . .
This is because men either are not legally responsible for the children, other.
than possible support requirements, or they have wives who are able to care
for the children whereas most of the women who are imprisoned are un-
married, and consequently *do not have a *man. with whom. to leave. their
children.
id. See S. CHANNELES, suIpra note. 43,. at 217-20 ; M.BUCKLEY, supra note 2, at 97-8.,'
97. S.1 ZALBA, WOMEN PRISONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES , (1964), cited in Note, supra .note,
3 at 225. .
98. Occasionally the. roles will be reversed. But. traditionally.. the, mother has been .ri-:
marlyresponsible for the care *of the child, while the father Is likely the breadwinner.
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from her children and the concomitant major change in her
role more directly strike at her essential personal identity
and her self-image as a woman. 99
Though the imprisonment of men may raise a similar problem, it is
not likely to be as frequent an occurrence or as detrimental as that
of women. 100
When the institutions are located in remote areas of the state
or country, 10 1 the problems caused by separating incarcerated women
from their children are multiplied. Where children are permitted to
Visit, it is difficult for them to find transportation, supervision, and
money to take advantage of the opportunity. 10 2 In some institutions,
restrictions prohibit visits from children.' 0 Little is done within the
prison or without to help women deal with motherhood. Women are
encouraged to give up for adoption children that are born in prison.' 4
A few prisons have nurseries where babies can stay for a short
time after birth, but it appears that no long-term child care facili-
ties exist in women's institutions. 0 5 From all indications, family as-
sociation is almost totally absent during the period of incarceration.
Women must privately deal with the uncertainties of what is going
on in the foster home or happening to the child while the mother
is incarcerated. 10 6
Courts exercise the primary responsibility for determining place-
ment of children whose mothers are imprisoned. 107 A variety of al-
ternatives exists, ranging from temporary placement of the children
to permanent termination of parental rights. 0 A few state legisla-
tures have provided that the mother's incarceration, in and of itself,
is sufficient grounds for terminating parental rights.0 9 On their own,
courts have sometimes equated a mother's imprisonment with her
99. M. BUCKLEY, supra note 2, at 97-98.
100. Id. As one author suggests:
Prison is more harmful to women than to men . . . because of what It
does to their children. When men go to prison, they usually assume that their
wives, or some woman, will take care of their children, even If it has to be
done under the very straitened circumstances of a welfare budget. But the
woman who goes to prison can make no such assumption. In most cases, her
children become wards of the state and are placed in foster homes.
Id.
101. See note 67, supra.
102. Id.
103. Haft, supra note 6, at 4.
104. Women who refuse to consent to adoption encounter grave difficulty In regaining
custody of their children upon release. Generally they must convince their parole officers
that they are willing and fit to care for the children. In cost cases standards to deter-
mine fitness are informal and may be arbitrary. Few ex-offenders know about their right
to a hearing where custody is denied. Id.
105. Id.
106. K. BuRKHART, supra note 16, at 410.
107. The county district court in most states has jurisdiction over custody and adoption
matters. See e.g., N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-14-03 (1960).
108. See Note, supra note 94, at 128.
109. F IA. STAT. ANN. § 39.01 (Supp. 1971) ; ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 4, §§ 9.1-1, 9.1-8 (Smlth-
Hurd Supp. 1971) ; MONT. Rav. CODE ANN. § 61-205 (1947) ; N.Y. DOM. REL. LAWS art. 7 0
111 .(McKinney Supp. 1971) ; WYO. STAT. ANN. § 1-710.2 (Supp. 1971).
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abandonment of parental responsibilities, thereby enabling them to
terminate her parental rights upon incarceration.1no Thus, an addi-
tional punishment factor adheres in the present method of handling
the prisoner-mother's problem."
With the best interest of the child as their stated objective,
courts often subordinate the parental relationship to the moral, in-
tellectual, and material welfare of the child." 2 The mother is aided
by a presumption in her favor," 3 but it can be rebutted by evidence
displaying her parental unfitness.1 4 Usually the child is temporarily
placed with relatives, in a foster home, or as a last resort, in an
instituti'on." 5 However, if the court determines by clear and convinc-
ing evidence that the mother is unfit to perform parental duties,"'
now and will be in the future, the child will be permanently taken
from her.1 7 Thus, the court has the authority to grant permanent
custody in another person and subsequently, to allow adoption of
the child without the mother's consent. The danger in this procedure
is that a mother may be determined unfit solely because of her
imprisonment. As one author cautioned:
[T]he mother's incarceration alone does not display the
necessary elements of unfitness. Her present confinement
evidences only a present inability to perform her parental
duties . . . during the mother's confinement and for a rea-
sonable period thereafter. It does not evidence a lack of de-
sire to perform her parental duties nor does it evidence an
inability to resume her parental obligations.""
Other factors should be considered by the courts in declaring a
parent unfit rather than relying on the mother's incarceration alone
to remove the child permanently from her custody."19 Imprisonment
110. Logan v. Coup, 288 Md. 253, 208 A.2d 694 (1965) ; In re Jaques, 48 N.J. Super. 523,
138 A.2d 581 (1958).
111. A possible ground for constitutional attack might be based on the prohibition against
cruel and unusual punishment. It is unlikely that the courts would accept such an argu-
ment, however, in view of the alternatives that are available to the prisoner. Dicta in a
recent Minnesota case, for example, indicates that the court recognized the difficulty of
maintaining a healthy parent-child relationship while the parent was In prison. It miti-
gated the punitive effect of the separation by looking to the parent's attempts to continue
the relationship during incarceration through letters, cards, and visits where possible. See
Staat v. Hennepin County Welfare Ed., 287 Minn. 501, 178 N.W.2d 709, 713 (1970).
112. McCabe v. McCabe, 218 Md. 378, 380, 146 A.2d 768, 770 (1958).
113. Id.
114. Note, supra note 98, at 130.
115. Id.
116. Lower courts are given wide discretion in determining unfitness. Their paramount
considerations, however, are supposed to be the moral, material, and intellectual welfare
of the child. Ward v. Ward, 88 Ariz. 130, 353 P.2d 895 (1960); In re Lybbert, 75 Wash.
2d 671, 453 P.2d 650 (1969).
Certain behavioral tendencies-such as adultery, alcoholism, cruelty or violence,
and nonsupport-influence the court's decision as to whether a woman is an unfit mother.
Note, supra note 98, at 131.
117. The courts predict a mothers' future unfitness by evaluating her past conduct. This
determination is based upon her moral character and emotional stability as evidenced at
the custody hearing. Id. at 130-31.
118. Id. at 132.
119. Staat v. Hennepin County Welfare Ed., 287 Minn. 501, 178 N.W.2d 713 (1970).
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is not abandonment per se, but rather a separation due to misfor-
tune and misconduct, and, therefore, a court should require addition-
al factors to prove that parental rights should be terminated.120
It is the duty of the legislature to ensure the protection of the
parent and child in the determination of the custodial rights of the
prisoner-mother by carefully defining the qualifications of unfit-
ness.1 21 However, action by the legislature must go beyond mere
definition. As one author stated:
Presently, the termination of the ties between mother
and child, due to the mother's incarceration, approximates
a species of unintended vindictive justice. And, because our
laws of punishment are founded upon the principle of refor-
mation and not on vindictive justice, it is necessary that pro-
grams be implemented which will lessen the aura of this
additional punishment, and increase the likelihood of reha-
bilitation expected from her incarceration. 12 2
Programs designed to facilitate communication between the parent
and child during the mother's incarceration should be an integral
part of any correctional institution for women. Visitation furloughs,
facilities within the institution that provide privacy for women when
their families come to visit them, and community treatment centers
would provide the means whereby family relationships would be con-
tinued during a mother's time of commitment.
D. FACILITIES
Because of the small number of female inmates as compared
to male inmates, a limited variety of facilities for women are avail-
able on both federal and state levels. While most men's prison sys-
tems classify their institutions according to various categories of
male offenders, 123 it is virtually impossible to draw these geographic
Abandonment- requires a finding of intention to forsake the duties of parenthood. Incar-
ceration that results in a separation of child and parent does not constitute the requisite
intent. However, "the fact of imprisonment may combine with other factors, such as
parental neglect and a withholding of parental affection, so as to lend support to a find-
ing that the parent has relinquished all parental claims to his child and thereby has
abandoned him." Id.
120. Abandbnment implies a willful desire to give up rights absolutely. Since the female
offender usually intends to return to her family, it is difficult to understand the court's
finding that she has abandoned her child See generally Cannon v. State, 53 Ga. App. 264,
185 S.E. 364, 366 (1936) ; BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY 9 (Rev. 4th Ed. 1968).
121. See generally Note, supra note 98, at 131-4.
122. Id. at 138 (emphasis added and footnotes omitted).
123. The federal system has twenty-three institutions for men. Different facilities are
maintained for the classification of inmates. There are
six penitentiaries (one for younger offenders), two reformatories (both for
younger criminals), three youth centers (one sexually integrated), nine correc-
tional institutions (three for younger felons and misdbmeanants), [and]
three prison camps ....
Note, supra note 2, at 1235 n.28. In addition male prisoners can be sent to two detention
centers, one medical center, and several community treatment centers. Id.
All except nine states have more than one institution for men. The offenders are
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or offender lines in women's facilities.124 As a result, each female
prison must be responsible for the entire range of female offenders.
As one author states the problem:
This heterogeneity affects all aspects of institutional life,
including prison programs, security arrangements, and ad-
* ministrative policies. When a prison's population is homo-
* geneous, it can gear its overall program to that population's
particular rehabilitative needs and security requirements. But
when the population is diverse, the program will necessarily
be something of a compromise, particularly when resources
are limited.125
Due to the insufficiency of facilities to properly classify females
among different institutions, prison officials frequently express the
feeling that "most women . . . imprisoned are the very worst and
must be governed strictly.' 126 Because all women sentenced to pri-
son must be housed in one institution, all must live by rules which
are established for the control of a very few.
North Dakota provides one example of the considerable classi-
fication disadvantages suffered by female prisoners. 1 27 While there
is no correctional facility for women, the North Dakota male prison
system includes two institutions-the State Farm128 and the peniten-
tiary.1 2 9 In the state, male first-time offenders are frequently sen-
tenced to the minimum security State Farm because it has several
distinct advantages over a sentence to the penitentiary. 1 0 A woman
cannot be afforded the advantages of such a sentence because no
classified according to record, offense, age, or other variables. Twenty-one states separate
young offenders from long-termers and repeaters. Id. at 1234 n.22.
124. Since there are only three federal Institutions for women, it is difficult to segre-
gate offenders. While "Fort Worth takes younger, short-term offenders . . . the Alder-
son and Terminal Island institutions receive the complete range of female felons." Id. at
1235 n.27.
Within each state there is generally a maximum of only one correctional facility
for women. Id. at 1234 n.23.
125. Id. at 1234.
126. Singer, supra note 3, at302.
127. However, these disadvantages are not limited to female offenders in smaller states
Texas exemplifies the considerable classification advantages enjoyed by men in the larger
states. There Is only one correctional facility for women In Texas, whereas the male sys-
tem Includes "separate institutions for older first-offenders, recidivists under twenty-five,
-physically and mentally weak recidivists, and pre-release Inmates; two institutions pri-
marily for recidivists over twenty-five; a diagnostic institution; and a treatment center
for the physically or mentally handicapped."
Note, supra note 2, at 1234 n.24.
128. N.D. CENT. CODE § 12-51-01 (1960).
129. N.D. CENT. CoDE § 12-47-01 (1960).
130. The advantages are as follows: first, commitment to the State Farm automatically
reduces a felony conviction to a misdemeanor. N.D. CENT. CODE § 12-51-07 (1960). Thus
the convicted offender does not lose his civil rights (for example, voting and the right to
hold public office) as he would under a felony conviction. Secondly, prisoners at the State
Farm are not housed or forced to associate with long-term hardened inmates. And thirdly,
the sentencing judge can modify the sentence for good cause at any time after a man is
sentenced to the State Farm, whereas the sentencing court does not retain its Jurisdic-
tion in penitentiary commitments. See Record of Sentencing at 8, State v. Iverson, Crim.
File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 22, 1973).
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comparable facility exists for her. 3 ' After declaring the discrimina-
tory character of the State Farm statute unconstitutional in' State v.
Iverson, the court challenged the policy of state officials by sentenc-
ing two women to terms .of commitment there. 132 The Director of
Institutions and the Warden responded by entering under color of
state law into a contract with a South Dakota mental hospital, which
included a maximum security facility, to transport these women
out of state. At the resentencing hearing, the Director explained
his action by stating that "[there are] no facilities for wo-
men, and the Legislature provided . . . funds to contract
out of state." 13 3  He also explained that, although the last
session of the Legislature appropriated approximately forty-four thou-
sand dollars for certain improvements and alterations on the State
Farm, including enlarging the dormitory facilities, there were no
plans to house women on the premises. Faced with no other alter-
native, the court then modified the sentence to one year in the
county jail. 1 34
In short, insufficient and inadequate facilities result in a prison
atmosphere that is inconsistent with the goals of rehabilitation. The
inmate's greatest need is to acquire independence,3 3 but instead
she must live by rules which are established for the control of a
very few. As evidenced by Iverson, she is sometimes denied access
to the very facility to which she is sentenced. Obviously, the solu-
tion is not to establish separate institutions when small numbers of
women inmates make it economically unwise to do so. Yet, a female
offender should not be singled out for unequal treatment solely be-
cause of her sex. A number of alternatives are therefore deserving
of mention.
Regionalized facilities have been recommended as one means of
avoiding excessive costs that would otherwise be imposed upon in-
131. As a general rule, North Dakota's female offenders are sent to York, Nebraska.
See note 78 supra.
132. The Court clarified its position as follows:
I do not mean to infer that the entire chapter which governs the estab-
lishment and management of the State Farm is unconstitutional. Only that
part limiting it to male persons offends the 14th Amendment. I therefore
hold that the word 'male' used in the statute is a nullity; and that women
are eligible for sentence to the State Farm equally with men.
Record of sentencing, supra note 130, at 8-9. State v. Iverson, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D
Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973). Id.
133. Record of resentencing, supra note 73, at 54.
134. The Court stated its dilemma as follows:
So far my efforts to assure the defendants equal treatment have been
stymied by the actions of administration officials. These officials In their
testimony . . . have not evinced great concern about the constitutional as-
pects of the case ....
It appears now that if I turn these defendants over to the same admin-
Istrative officials that they will be treated no differently than they were
before ..
Id. at 92.
135. See generally S. CHANELES, supra note 48, at 227-28.
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dividual states having small populations of female inmates. 136 How-
ever, as one author pointed out, "[T]his would mean additional
hardship for the woman inmate, since regional facilities mean stili
greater distances separating her from her home and family." 137 A
second possible solution is to sexually integrate prison facilities so
as to give women the same advantages as men, without incurring
the costs of duplication."" To be sure, this alternative presents many
readily apparent problems, including the preservation of order with-
in prison facilities, administrative inefficiency, 1 9 and resulting lack
of female companionship. Courts have considered such disadvantages,
but have usually held sexual separation to be constitutional. 40
The third, and perhaps most feasible, reform is the use of "com-
munity treatment centers. ' '1 4 1 Such a plan would localize the prison
system for women, thereby enabling the offender to be closer to
her family during the period of incarceration. It would remove
her from the inmate subculture,' 42 which oftentimes subverts her re-
habilitation program. Not only would she be able to learn a skill
or go to school, but she could also begin "paying her own way"
by finding at least a part-time job. Thus, community treatment cen-
ters could result in a considerable saving to the taxpayer. Services
that are available to the general community would equal.ize the
facilities that are provided to women, as compared to men, prisoners.
And inmates could then be assigned to the type of centers that they
require rather than to a facility where a few women dictate the
custodial pattern of the entire institution.
IV. LEGAL REMEDIES
The purpose of this Note is to describe how women in prison
are treated relative to men in prison. It should be pointed out, how-
ever, that because of this varied treatment, it becomes very diffi-
136. Note, supra note 13, at 228.
137. Id.
138. Some sexually integrated state and federal prisons are currently in operation. It
appears that the only truly sexually integrated adult facility in the country is the Fed-
eral Correctional Institution at Fort Worth, Texas. See Haft, supra note 6, at 3 n.22.
139. Note, supra note 2, at 1249-51.
140. For example, the court In Chambers v. Director, 244 Md. 697, 223 A.2d 774 (Ct.
App. 1966) stated that:
[Aissuming the state has chosen . . . to exclude them [women from its
sole facility for defective delinquents], It cannot be said that this would
constitute an improper exercise of power. We see no reason why the State
cannot limit the program to whichever sex seems immediately to constitute
the greater danger to society, provided the basis for this determination Is a
reasonable one.
Id. at 699-700, 223 A.2d at 776. The Maryland U.S. District Court three years later con-
cluded that administrative Inconvenience and fiscal economy were reasonable grounds for
excluding women. It found that the facility could not "satisfaCtorily be run as a coeduca-
tional institute." Moreover, "the number of female defective delinquents 'fortunately' Is
small, and would not Justify building a separate institution for them." Sas v. Maryland,
295 F. Supp. 889, 418 (1). Md. 1969).
141. See generally Note, supra note 3.
142. See Note, supra note 2, at 1237, JOHNSON & KNAPP, supra note 4, at 738-39.
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cult to make any absolute comparisons. At best, the findings pre-
sented thus far have identified certain representative areas and have
examined the sociological conceptions and misconceptions underly-
ing the differential treatment that men and women receive in these
areas. The author's observations and experiences have contributed
to the limited amount of information that is available. The analysis
and viewpoint expressed herein are not intended to deny important
biological, psychological, and other differences between men and
women; however, no contradiction is involved in endorsing the elim-
ination of legal and social inequality between the sexes.
Perhaps more equal treatment will be achieved by increasing
the awareness of disparities that currently exist. But it is likely
that more specifically focused changes in the institutional structures
and underlying legislative attitudes are needed to improve the cor-
rectional system. In a rapidly growing body of law, prisoners as
prisoners are being given legal rights which they never before pos-
sessed. This general body of correctional law, however, does not
focus on women as prisoners,'143 although, as this Note hopefully has
demonstrated, women present unique problems within correctional
institutions. It is against this background that an attack on the dis-
parate treatment afforded men and women in the criminal justice
system must be launched. For now, it is the aim of this Note to
assess some of the remedies that are presently available to women
for challenging many of the deficiencies.
A. EQUAL PROTECTION
The ultimate goal in sex-discrimination cases has been judicial
recognition that classification by sex alone violates the Fourteenth
Amendment. Although the United States Supreme Court has never
considered the differential treatment of men and women in correc-
tional institutions,'4 4 the Court in other women's rights cases has
hesitated to classify sex as a suspect category. The first such case
was Goesaert v. Cleary, '14 in which the Court applied a "rational
basis" test to uphold a Michigan bartending statute that licensed
only men. Under the rational basis standard of review, the Court
has traditionally deferred to legislative judgment and sustained clas-
sifications which bear some rational relationship to a constitution-
ally permissible legislative goal.146 More recently, in Reed v. Reed,'
143. In spite of the fact that many problems are unique to women's institutions, few of
the cases involve female plaintiffs. Since much of the progress in attaining legal rights
is made on an institution-by-institution basis, women prisoners are seriously disadvantaged.
144. Note, supra note 2, at 1244.
145. Goesaert v. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464 (1948).
146. See generally Gunther, Foreward: A Model for a Newer Equal Protection, 86 HRv.
L. REV. 1 (1972).
147. Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971).
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the court again phrased the question before it in "rational basis"
terms when it invalidated an Idaho statute that preferred men over
equally qualified women administrators. The standard of review in
Reed was not the traditional rational basis standard. It was appar-
ently an intermediate standard of review,'" which intensified judicial
analysis under the rational basis standard rather than automatically
deferring to legislative judgment.
In an opinion written two years later, the Court reviewed Reed
in Frontiero v. Richardson'.9 It appeared to go further than Reed,
stating:
With these considerations in mind, we can only conclude
that classifications based upon sex, like classifications based
upon race, alienage, or national origin, are inherently sus-
pect, and must therefore be subjected to strict judicial scru-
tiny. 50
The decision overturned federal statutes which made housing, medi-
cal, and dental benefits more accessible to married servicemen than
to married servicewomen. The plurality reached this result by de-
fining sex as a suspect classification, whereas Justice Powell relied
on Reed in arriving at the same conclusion. Since only four members
of the court based their decision on the "suspect classification" ra-
tionale, the question as to what standard should be applied in sex-
discrimination cases was left unanswered. Those who predicted a
stricter standard, however, were soon disappointed when the Court
avoided the equal protection question altogether in Cleveland Board
of Education v. LaFleur-5 to decide on due process grounds that
school regulations dealing with maternity leave of teachers violated
the fourteenth amendment. 152 Justice Powell, in a concurring opin-
ion, recognized that the "equal protection analysis is the appropriate
frame of reference,"' 53 but did not reach "the question whether sex-
based classifications invoke strict judicial scrutiny, e.g., Frontiero
v. Richardson. . .. or whether these regulations involve sex classi-
fications at all.' 54
Where women are excluded from training programs, work-re-
lease, halfway houses, and other advantages available to male pri-
soners, a challenge should be made under the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment. Even under a lenient standard of
review, many of the treatment differentials would have to fall. The
148. See also Development in the Law-Equal Protection, 82 HxAv. L. REv. 1065, 1076-87
(1969).
149. Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
150. Id. at 688 (emphasis added).
151. Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. La Fleur, 414 U.S. 632 (1974).
152. Id. at 651.
.153. Id. at 651.
154. Id. at 653.
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court in Dawson v. Carberry55 did not specify the legal standard
it was applying, but nonetheless clearly indicated that the categorical
exclusion of women from work-furlough programs was unconstitu-
tional. Presumably deciding on the basis of the equal protection
clause, 56 it stated:
Now, the basic premise upon which women are excluded is
the fact that there are not any facilities for handling them
in terms of this program. . . . I don't think that the Con-
stitutional principles [sic] is dependent upon its difficulty
of administration. It's a principle really of just fair play.
5 7
The Court did not accept the defense of officials who claimed that
they lacked the resources to build special facilities for women com-
parable to the work-furlough program for men or that special ar-
rangements for so few women were infeasible. 15 It is clear from
this case that the states and federal government would have a dif-
ficult time justifying most discriminatory treatment of female pri-
soners unless they could establish that women have less need for
such programs.159
As previously noted, the relatively small number of women im-
prisoned prevents incarceration near the inmate's home, as well as
any significant internal classification. Unless markedly inferior, it
might be difficult to challenge the remoteness of female institutions. 60
However, women might claim a right to be closer to their families'
6
'
or to be classified similarly to men. In Commonwealth v. Stauffer,6 2
a Pennsylvania court ruled that mixing women misdemeanants with
"hardened" criminals in a penitentiary violated the equal protection
clause, since similarly situated men were classified by the nature
of their crimes committed. 16 s As one author has noted, the biggest
obstacle to this type of action may be an economic one, "since few
courts would -order a state to expend the millions necessary to pro-
vide a full range of correctional institutions for women.'
64
Differentials based on perceived differences in sexes might sur-
vive legal challenge if the types of vocational and industrial pro-
grams offered reflect realistic job opportunities and inmate work
155. Dawson v. Carberry, No. C-71-1916 (N.D. Cal., filed September, 1971).
The court did not issue a final decision. Instead, it recessed for three months to
allow officials to establish programs for women comparable to those men had. Singer,
supra note 3, at 303-04.
156. Singer, supra note 3, at 304.
157. Id. at 304 n.49.
158. Id. at 303.
159. See generally Haft, supra note 6, at 5.
160. Note, supra note 2, at 1251.
161. Judge Maxwell indicated in Iverson that an important consideration before sen-
tencing a defendant is the location of friends and relatives. State v. Iverson, Crim. File
No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973).
162. Commonwealth v. Stauffer, 214 Pa. Super, 113, 251 A.2d 718 (1969).
163. Id.
164. Note, supra note 2, at 1251.
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preferences.1 65 However, once a state provides programs for male
prisoners, it is arguable that females should have the same quality
and quantity of options available. Furthermore, when the institution
fails to provide such necessities as medical and religious facilities,
an equal protection argument is justified. 6
The courts have traditionally granted prison administrators broad
discretion in rehabilitative programs. This judicial attitude of defer-
ence is frequently characterized as the "hands-off" doctrine.167 It is
now slowly being replaced by a judicial attitude that seeks to elimi-
nate the major abuses suffered by prisoners.16 However, institutional
policies are likely to be viewed with closer scrutiny when the classi-
fication is sexual in nature. 69 Thus, an equal protection argument
should be directed to the overall inferiority of programs and serv-
ices in prisons for women rather than the absence or inadequacy
of any one program. In other words, the sexes may be segregated,
but they must have equal opportunities available to them.
B. TITLE VII
Title VII is the section of the 1964 Civil Rights Act'70 that pro-
hibits discrimination in employment on the basis of sex, race, re-
ligion or national origin.7 It provides for the right of minority work-
ers and women to bring civil suits against industries and labor unions
and may prove to be a remedy where employment or training of
female prisoners for jobs is involved. The threshold question, how-
ever, that remains to be resolved is whether the prisoners are em-
ployees of the prison. Although the courts have not yet answered
that question, an opinion letter from the General Counsel of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission indicated that the Act
appears to cover prisoners. 172 Further, in Souder v. Brennan, ' 7 a
federal court extended the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938174 to
resident patient-workers at various state hospitals for the mentally
ill or mentally retarded. The court in that decision stated:
165. Id. at 1252.
166. Id.
167. Generally, courts have relied on the principle that prison officials are vested with
wide discretion. Unless constitutional or other fundamental rights are involved, they are
reluctant to interfere with internal operations of prison discipline. See, e.g., Courtney v.
Bishop, 409 F.2d 1185 (8th Cir. 1969).
168. See, e.g., Johnson v. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969) ; Cooper v. Pate, 378 U.S. 546
(1964); Washington v. Lee, 263 F. Supp. 327 (M.D. Ala. 1966), aff'd per curiam, 390
U.S. 333 (1968).
169. See generally Singer, supra note 3, at 303-05.
170. Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 1971 (1964).
171. Singer, supra note 3, at 305.
172. Letter from General Counsel's Office, Equal Employment Opportunities Commission
to David J. Berman, Center for Correctional Justice, Washington, D.C., Nov. 20, 1972,
cited in Singer, supra note 3, at 305.
173. Souder v. Brennan, 367 F. Supp. 808 (1973).
174. 29 U.S.C. § 203 (1938).
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Economic reality is the test of employment and the re-
ality is that many . . . perform work for which they are
in no way handicapped and from which the institution de-
rives full economic benefit. So long as the institution derives
any consequential economic benefit the economic reality test
would indicate an employment relationship rather than mere
therapeutic exercise. To hold otherwise would be to make
therapy the sole justification for thousands of positions as
dishwashers, kitchen helpers, messengers and the like.1 75
By analogy to the patients' situation, it is at least arguable 76 that
inmates of prisons who are in work programs of such institutions
are employees. Therefore, where female inmates are deprived of
employment or training opportunities given to male prisoners, 77 or
of the benefits associated with prison industries, a clear case of
economic discrimination under Title VII seemingly results. 7 8
C. BEYOND THESE REMEDIES
There are. additional areas where women prisoners may chal-
lenge the differential treatment they receive, 79 and other means by
which they may challenge it. However, the sound strategic options
are limited. 80 The task of this Note is to discuss a few mechanisms
through which women in prison might help convert the ideal of
"separate but equal" into action. No attempt has been made to be
comprehensive, to deal with every legal remedy available. The dis-
cussion has been limited by the criterion of feasibility, and only
such actions as. seem to be acceptable and supportable have been
included.
V. CONCLUSION
The prevalent notion is that women in prison enjoy the best of
all possible worlds-that they reap the benefits of special protection.
The prison itself is often viewed as a "college campus," with the
"residents" incurring only a few more inconveniences than the non-
offender.ls, The women seem content because they "are not partici-
pating in the two great impulses for change in prison life today:
riots and lawsuits.' 8 2
175. Souder v. Brennan, 367 F. Supp. 808, 813 (1973).
176. It appears that there are no cases in which this analogy has been tested.
177. See text accompanying notes 80-93 supra.
178. Singer, supra note 3, at 305-06.
179. See generally, Note, supra note 2.
180. The question remains as to what effect the Equal Rights Amendment will have oi
prison practices. Ratification of the Amendment at this point seems doubtful, however, and
the author considered a discussion of its legal effects premature.
181. As an extension of this patronizing attitude, inmates at a female institution are re-
ferred to as "residents," the prisons are termed "reformatories," and the guards are
called "correctional supervisors." Undoubtedly this nomenclature is a result of the board-
ing school approach to women's corrections. See M. BUCKLY, supra note 2, at 103.
182. See Note, supra note 3, at 227.
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However, there are some who believe that an ideal situation will
only exist when women face a choice between gainful employment
and domestic pursuits. The point of this Note i's not to cry "dis-
crimination." It is recognized that much exclusion on the basis of
sex is unintended. The system has developed in such a way as to
prefer men, and rationales have sought to justify the results. Today,
however, cultural stereotypes about different treatment for women
can no longer be tolerated, much less defended. Lower cultural
expectations result in a self-fulfilling prophecy: from those of whom
little is expected, little is achieved. Thus, the perpetuation of sexual
biases in state and federal prisons prevents the incarcerated woman
from realizing her full potential. At best, such differential treatment
wastes valuable human resources; at worst, it impedes the funda-
mental objective of the prison system.
The President's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation reported
that
. .. two-thirds of the correctional population . . .are on pro-
bation or parole in the community right now in body, if not
in spirit. 'Community based corrections' is no visionary slo-
gan but a hard contemporary fact. We support wholeheart-
edly the proposition that the community is the appropriate
place in which to prepare offenders for useful participation
in community life. Doubtless the public safety demands that
certain dangerous people be kept behind bars, but we think
it unlikely that custody in itself helps them learn how to
be good citizens in a free society. In any case, a prerequi-
site of successful community-based corrections is public help-
fulness toward offenders.18 -
Although the ideal would be to eventually implement such a re-
form for all prisoners, the critical question in North Dakota right
now concerns female offenders. Recognizing grave deficiencies in
the state's current policies, Attorney General Olson in a closing ar-
gument in State v. Iverson'S4 said: "I can assure the Court that as
Attorney General of the State of North Dakota that [sic] when
the North Dakota Legislative Assembly again convenes that I will
bring to the attention of the Legislature this very serious problem."'81 5
The time has come to fulfill that promise. The State Legislature is
now in its Forty-third Session. The discriminatory character of North
Dakota's policies regarding women prisoners, based as they are upon
sex alone, has been scored as invidious and unconstitutional.'" Al-
though the court in Iverson recognized the costs and inconveniences
183. Report of the President's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, 7 CRiM. L. BULL.
246, 248 (1971) (emphasis added).
184. State v. Iverson, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct. March 29, 1973).
185. Record of resentencing, supra note 73, at 84.
186. See State v. Iverson, Crim. File No. 9138 (N.D. Dist. Ct..March 29, 1973).
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involved in accommodating so few women as North Dakota impri-
sons, it held that the Constitutional considerations must be over-
riding.18
Recently, the North Dakota Criminal Justice Commission Task
Force on Corrections recommended that the full commission adopt
Standard 2.8 of the National Advisory Commission's Report entitled
"Nondiscriminatory Treatment."""' The essence of the recommenda-
tion is to insure "equality of opportunity in being considered for
various program options, work assignments, and decisions concern-
ing offender status." 18 9 It would prohibit policies resulting in an
adverse and discriminatory effect in program availability or institu-
tional conditions. Since the North Dakota Criminal Justice Commis-
sion voted to adopt this standard, 190 the case for reevaluating North
Dakota's current policies toward female offenders is even more com-
pelling.
North Dakota is in an ideal position to initiate a program of
experimental reform in its treatment of incarcerated women because
present arrangements must be changed. An alternative that seems
administratively feasible is the community treatment center. The
state has a small enough female offender population' 9' to make such
a program easy to implement. The community will be more co-oper-
ative if a handful of women prisoners participate in such a program
than would be the case if male inmates were involved. Thus, North
Dakota has an opportunity to institute progressive experimental al-
ternatives to incarceration which might someday be the basis for
a real change in the treatment of all offenders.
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